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The broad goal o, production scheduling is to produce a factory behavior where products are produced in
a timely and cast-effective manner. In complex environments, advance development of. a schedule
appeélrs fundamental to this goal, as it is only through anticipation 01 resource contention (the prim~ry
obstacle to efficient lactory behavior) that the deleterious effects of these conflicts can be minimized.
However, the extent to which the behavior impliedby a generated schedule is actually realized depends
on the manner in which the schedule is "executed" on the factory floor. The unpredictability of factory
operations (e.g. machine breakdowns, quality control failures) will inevitably lorce deviations from
prescribed behavior, and an advance schedule will be of little use unless the guidance it contains is
continually adapted to the specifics of the current factory state. Research in production scheduling [2] has
trac:titionallyignored problems of schedule execution, evaluating its results as if the world were entirely
predictable and generated sch~dules could be executed exactly as planned. On the other hand, research
relevant to factory floor oontrol"[6]has emphasized the development of local dispatch heuristics for
dynamic decision-making, and conceded any potential benefits 01advance scheduling (withthe exception
of establishing release and due dates). In this talk we consider the scheduling problem from the
operational perspective of providingglobal guidance to the. actual decisions that must be made on the
factory floor.
Our approach to integrating predictive scheduling with reactive control builds on the scheduling
methodology implemented in the OPIS scheduling system [7]. This methodology is motivated by the view
that effective compromise among conflictingobjectives requires an ability to reason from different local
scheduling perspectives (in particular from both order-centered and resource-centered viewpoints), and
. .'há1 de~i~ions a~ to w~ich local perspective to adopt at anypoint during- scheduling should be made""
opportunistically on the basis of characteristics of current solution constraints. This point is argued in (8],
and has been validated in the context of schedule generation in [5]. More relevant 10the discussion here,
the methodology also provides a basis for incrementally revising the current schedule in response to
unanticipated changes in Ihe production environment. In this case, detection and analysis of the actual
constraint conflicts that haye been introduced into the schedule (i.e. precisely those portions of the
schedule that haye become invalidated) are used to focus the reyision process. In [4], we present a
model for conflict analysis and selection of appropriate reactions, along with supporting experimental
justilication.

Assumingthis methodologyfor reactivelymaintainingschedules, the issue of defininga controlpolicyto
govem its use in actual factoryfloordecision-makingremains. One obvious candidateis a controlpolicy
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of "followthe schedule", which impliesthat decision-makingrequiresschedule revision whenever any
discrepanG)'is detected between the schedule and the actualfactorystate. However there are several
reasons why this is toa extreme:
In most scheduling applications,the schedulermust necessarilyoperatewithapproximations.
of actual temporal constraints (e.g. operation durations, resource setup times) that will
consistently lead to minordiscrepanciesbetween the factorystate and the schedule. Such
discrepancies reflect the "normal"unpredictability
of the productionsystem,and are unlikely
to undennine the sequencing and assignmentdecisionscontainedin the current schedule.
5imilarty,the scheduler may be forcedto produce over-constraineddeeisions. In situations
where detailed resource assignmentsare necessary to optimizesequencing decisions, it
may be that only the sequences are important (and not the particular asslgnments).
Generally speaking, a choice to revise the schedule shoulclbe predicated on some
expectation that current discrepancies,have moreglobalirf1)lications.
Even if it were possible to maintaina predictiveschedule at the Iowestlevel of detail in
real-time (whiCh is unlikelybut depends on the specificapplication),it makes little sense to
do so. Many scheduling decisionsthat must be made.are Iocally~ntained (e.g. choices
between functionally.identical~aC~.p'rodu.~ k>.ading
and unlo~dings~enCeS, ate.) and
are of no consequence to the globalcoordinationproblem.The schedulershould opei'ate at
a level of detail that is sufficientto impose globalguidanceyet retains as much executiontime flexibilityas possible(again,a functionof the specificapplication).
These arguments suggest the use of a control policy that provides some level of schedule
interpretationlrefinementat executiontime. This,of course, requiresthat the control policyoperate with
knowledgeof the schedule(s assumptionsand intenUonsin establishingthe constraints impliedby the
schedule.'In this regard, we are investigatingthe use of preferenceconstraints(as defined and used in
the 1515 scheduling system (1)).This approach is outlined in [3] in the context of a petri-net based
coordinationsubsystem.

.

.

A second issue bearing on the use 01schedules as operational guidance concerns the extent to which the
unpredictability of factory operations is reflected in the maintained schedule, as this can have a significant
effect on both the frequency and the efficiency of schedule revision. Here, concepts from hierarchical,
least-commitment planning are uselul in some respects (e.g. 'in varying the level 01 abstraction at which
the scheduler makes decisions according to how close the decisions being contemplated are to being
executed). At the same time, the concept of least-commitment is somewhat at odds with the purpose of
scheduling (I.e. to make choices as to when and where activities should be executed so as to best
accommodate overall objectives). To arrive at a reasonable compromise between the desire to make
chaices and the desire to remain flexible, we are investigating techniques for taking into account
. knowledge about the specific sources of unpredictability in the production environment during scheduling.
For example, in the production environment we are currently considering (a computer board assembly
and test line), the failure of tests at various points in the process constitutes the primary source 01
. unpredictability.In this case,

historicaldata regardingsuccess and failurerates, along withknowledge01
the necessary repair operationsfor diflerentfailures,is used as a basis for introducingslack at strategic
pointsin the schedule.
We are investigatingthe issues discussed above via use of a simulationtestbed. The simulatoris unique
in its provisionto definecontrolpoliciesthat make use of an existingschedule and can involvethe OPIS
scheduler lor schedule revisionpurposes. Thus, policiessuch as "followthe schedule" as well as local
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dispatch heuristics presume no schedule canbe simulated and evaluated.Byexarniningthe results o. the
simulator (i.e. the "actual factory behavior") under different control policias and across different
environmental conditions (e.g. levels of unpredictability).we feel we willbe able to both better quantify the
potential advantages of predictive guidance and establish the necessary coupling between scheduling
and control.
We describe the above mentioned fechniques that we are currently investigating. the experimental
testbed. and the experimental results we have obtained to date.
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AAAI Workshop on Manufacturing PI~nningand Scheduling
8:30am: Welcome
8:45am - 10:15: Process Plannlng

.
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.
.

Soma Issiles In the Developmentof ExpertSystems For Process Planning of Machined
Parts, Hummel and Brooks.
Research Issues InProcess PlanningForNetShape Manufacturing,
Mlllerand Waldron.
Solid ModelingAndGeometricReasoningForDesignAndProcess Plannlng,Nau et al.
Application 01 Automated Process Plannlng To Thin SheetParts Manufacturlng, Verrnaut and

Detollenaere.

Frame-based Stepwise Reasonlng Simulates Human Modelllng,Yu and EIam.
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10:30am - 12:30pm: Modellng and Control
Logistics Management System (LMS): Continuous Flow Manufacturlng Uslng Artificial
Intelligence To Schedule And Control Production In A Semiconductor Facllity, Fottlyce et al.
DREAMA Framework For DistributedReactive Factory Managernent, Hynynen.

Qualitative process

Automation, Lagnese.

Intentional-Qpportunlstic

Planning And Scheduling For Robotlc Assembly, Xia.

.

2pm - 5:30pm: Scheduling
Knowledge Based Planning And Scheduling, Tozawa and Fukunaga.

.
.

Crystall Planning And Scheduling System, Meler and Ashfottl.
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Prelerential Relaxation Of Temporal Period Constralnts, Sadeh and Fox.

. A Fuzzy Jobshop
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.

Scheduling System, Kerrand Walker.

Genetic AlgorithmAnd Classifier System ApplicationsTo Scheduling, Uepins and Hllllatd.
A Cooperative Approach To Large Scale Production Plannlng, Weisser and Howie.
Negotiation Based Scheduling In Software Projects, Safavi.
Scheduling Against Nonlinear Constraints, Becker et al.

